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RECENT PRESS EXCERPTS
“This topical crisis [of war and its mediation] is then linked to the struggle for love and death between
Penthesilea and Achilles. Here, the question of truth –"Who whom?"— becomes a dramatically enthralling
conflict, and at this point the music intervenes with a secure instinct. The composer [Berheide] shows a
penchant for vocal lyricism that looks back to Hans Werner Henze and Richard Strauss, yet with a turn of the
hand he takes dramatic plunges into darkness, primed by percussive and metallic regions. The score’s richness
of color is remarkable, and the breadth of the instrumental expression supports the emotions colliding on
stage, which find their forceful expression in the short phrase, “Kisses…Bites...”. What’s more, the solo
ensemble comprised of musicians from the Bavarian State Orchestra contributed excellent work under the
energetic leadership of the Ukrainian Oksana Lyniv. “
Max Nyffler, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, July 1, 2016
“Heinrich von Kleist’s “Penthesilea” is often pure (speech) music in the density of its poetic metaphors.
Nevertheless in 1925 Othmar Schoeck was able to compose an 80-minute, concentrated opera whose text
remained close to Kleist and which was boldly composed, though the singers often spoke. Now, Hauke
Berheide has also succeeded with a thrilling version, in which he has found his own musically suggestive
language for each of the 12 scenes.“
Klaus Kalchschmid, Deutsche Bühne, June 30, 2016
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